
 

FBR collectors blamed for misuse of green 
channel 
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ISLAMABAD: The directorate general of Customs Intelligence & 
Investigation, Islamabad, has confirmed that the Green Channel 
Facility has been misused “mercilessly” but has put its 
responsibility on collectors and chief collectors of the Federal 
Board of Revenue (FBR). 
It needs to be “placed on record that this directorate general is of the firm view 
that the Green Channel Facility has been mercilessly abused by some 
syndicates of unscrupulous importers and the possibility of connivance of a 
few customs officers cannot be ruled out,” wrote I&I Director General Shaukat 
Ali. 
He added that strong recommendations for placing under suspension some 
officers suspected to be involved in facilitating the misuse of Green Channel 
Facility by some fraudulent importers repeatedly made by his directorate had 
been ignored by the FBR. 

Customs intelligence and investigation director general 
says his suggestions for suspending some officers were 
ignored 
The disclosure has caused a damaging rivalry which has been traditional 
between the Customs Service and Inland Revenue Service to creep into the 
ranks of Customs Service officers pitting one group of officers against the 
other. 
The FBR sources said the allegations had raised more questions than it had 
answered. The director general, on one hand, admitted a ‘merciless’ and 
‘excessive’ misuse of green channel with the connivance of customs officials 
but, on the other hand, he could show only 11 seizure cases and 10 
contravention cases against this admitted excessive misuse of green channel 
during his tenure since October 2016. 
The director general has identified two constraints in defence of making so few 
cases against such an admittedly excessive and extensive misuse of green 
channel during his tenure as head of the FBR’s intelligence organisation when 
it was primarily his responsibility to spot and arrest such misuses. 
It seems that the director general could not stop misuse of green channel 
because whenever he made cases and seized goods within port premises, he 
faced resistance from the customs clearing officers. Secondly, the FBR never 



answered the DG’s question of December 2012 on the jurisdiction of customs 
intelligence to make cases within port premises. 
Sources in the FBR disclosed that it was not difficult to arrest the misuse of 
green channel and identify the quantum of misuse once it had occurred as the 
imported goods were prone to be fraudulently passed through green channel 
and fall in three easily recognizable categories. 
These are the goods assessable at higher values under valuation rulings, goods 
not eligible to duty or tax concession under SROs and goods frequently prone 
to misclassification. 
The first category is passed through green channel to avoid application of 
valuation rulings, the second to claim concessionary duty or taxes under an 
SRO and the third category is passed through green channel to pay lower 
applicable duty or tax rates on chosen classification, to take the goods out of 
the ambit a valuation ruling or to bring the goods within the ambit of a 
concessionary SRO. 
Generally, the sources said the customs collectorates’ officials were adept in 
recognising these high-risk goods and could divert the suspect high-risk 
consignments from green to red channel if they sincerely wanted to arrest 
misuses of green channel. 
Similarly, the officials of customs intelligence deployed day and night on roads 
to check smuggling are expert at spotting the consignments passing 
fraudulently through green channel just by throwing a cursory glance at the 
Goods Declaration Forms that accompany the goods. 
A merciless misuse of green channel for an extended period of time was 
impossible without active connivance of the customs officers who cleared the 
goods at ports and the intelligence officers who kept their hand off such goods 
on roads where these goods move freely and unhindered and where they could 
face no resistance from clearing officials and had no uncertainty of 
jurisdiction. 
The task of identifying the magnitude of misuse of green channel after it has 
occurred is not difficult either. The total number of containers of each risk 
category that passed through green channel in a given period of time can be 
determined from clearance record. 
The proportion of each risk category which clearing officials diverted from 
green to red channel, the proportion which they seized, the treatment they 
meted out to importers whom they caught misusing the facility, the frequency 
of changes they made in risk criteria of green channel to keep ahead of the 
knowledge and learning of importers or clearing agents and the number of 
seizures of green channel goods which intelligence officials made on roads are 
the basic indicators to gauge customs and intelligence officers/officials’ 
connivance and to assess the extent of misuse of facility. 



Revenue loss in one risk category, namely, goods assessable under a valuation 
ruling but assessed without it is amenable to detection or recovery from record 
for a period of five years after their customs clearance. The determination of 
how many such post facto contravention cases have been made by clearing 
and intelligence officers during the last year or two can also help ascertain the 
extent of their sincerity for government revenue or the strength of their 
affinity with interests of delinquent elements. 
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